Recent studies have shown that people have the capacity to derive interventional predictions for previously unseen actions from observational knowledge, a finding that challenges associative theories of causal learning and reasoning (e.g., Meder, Hagmayer, & Waldmann, 2008) . Although some researchers have claimed that such inferences are based mainly on qualitative reasoning about the structure of a causal system (e.g., Sloman, 2005) , we propose that people use both the causal structure and its parameters for their inferences. We here employ an ob servational trialbytrial learning paradigm to test this prediction. In Experiment 1, the causal strength of the links within a given causal model was varied, whereas in Experiment 2, base rate information was manipulated while keeping the structure of the model constant. The results show that learners' causal judgments were strongly af fected by the observed learning data despite being presented with identical hypotheses about causal structure. The findings show furthermore that participants correctly distinguished between observations and hypothetical inter ventions. However, they did not adequately differentiate between hypothetical and counterfactual interventions.
Causal knowledge is central to explaining past events, predicting future events, and the planning of actions. For example, if we experience certain symptoms, such as a cough, fever, and a headache, we can draw inferences about the underlying causes (e.g., a viral or bacterial infec tion). We can also capitalize on our causal beliefs to take actions, such as using painkillers to relieve the symptoms and antibiotics to treat the underlying bacterial infection. Such inferences are grounded in our capacity to recog nize the asymmetry of causal relations (causes generate effects, but not vice versa) and the ability to represent the world in terms of mental models that reflect the causal texture of our physical, biological, and social environment (e.g., Glymour, 2003; Gopnik et al., 2004; Sloman, 2005; Sloman & Hagmayer, 2006; Waldmann, 1996; Waldmann, Hagmayer, & Blaisdell, 2006) .
But how do people acquire, represent, and use this knowledge when making causal inferences? According to associative learning theories, causal reasoning is driven by associative relations that have been learned on the basis of observed event covariations. This view suggests that causal learning is basically a conditioning process in which organ isms learn to associate particular cues (the cause events) with particular outcomes (the effect events). The general claim is that causal learning can be reduced to associa tive learning, that causal knowledge is basically associative knowledge, and that causal judgments are a function of associative strength (e.g., Dickinson, 2001; Shanks, 2007) . This idea has been challenged by causal model theory ap proaches (Sloman, 2005; Waldmann, 1996; Waldmann & Holyoak, 1992 ; see also Beckers, De Houwer, & Matute, 2007; De Houwer, Beckers, & Vandorpe, 2005; Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Steyvers, Tenenbaum, Wagenmakers, & Blum, 2003) , which postulate that people use the learn ing input to induce causal structures with properties that go beyond mere associations (for recent overviews, see Gop nik & Schulz, 2007; Waldmann et al., 2006) . This argu ment is predicated on the idea that mental representations that merely mirror experienced patterns of covariations are insufficient to explain the competencies people have in dealing with causal situations. For example, if we learned only to associate observed events, without accessing deeper information about causality, we would be unable to understand the differences between spurious (i.e., merely correlational, noncausal) and causal relations (Meder, Hagmayer, & Waldmann, 2006; Waldmann & Hagmayer, 2001) and could not differentiate between prediction and diagnosis (Waldmann, 1996 (Waldmann, , 2000 Waldmann & Holyoak, 1992; Waldmann & Walker, 2005) . For example, without the categories of cause and effect and sensitivity to causal directionality, we would be unable to understand that dis eases are the causes of symptoms (and not vice versa) and that different symptoms of a disease may covary, due to a common cause, without being directly causally related.
Another challenge for associative models is the distinc tion between different modes of accessing causal knowl edge (Meder, Hagmayer, & Waldmann, 2008; Waldmann & Hagmayer, 2005 ; see also Vadillo & Matute, 2007; Vadillo, Miller, & Matute, 2005) . A number of researchers have em phasized that there are fundamental differences between in ferences based on merely observed states of variables (seeing) and the very same states generated by means of external interventions (doing) (Dawid, 2002; Meek & Glymour, 1994; Pearl, 2000; Spirtes, Glymour, & Scheines, 1993; 249 © 2009 The Psychonomic Society, Inc.
causal models-that is, hypotheses about the structure of the causal situation (similar to Figure 1 , but without the numbers). Subsequently, the participants received a list of cases that they were supposed to use to pick up the mod els' parameters (causal strength and base rates of causes).
Reasoning with both deterministic and probabilistic causal relations was examined. The results showed that the partici pants understood the differences between seeing and doing and that they used the parameters, which were gleaned from the learning data, in their inferences. For example, given a simple causal model with one cause event and two effect events, the participants inferred the presence of one effect from observing the other, but they did not draw this conclu sion when the presence of the first effect was not merely observed but was generated by means of external interven tion. One limitation of this study as a learning experiment, however, was the presentation of the data in list format. One could argue that this type of highly aggregated data presen tation turned the task more into a reasoning than a learn ing task. Therefore, Meder et al. (2008) moved one step further into the realm of learning by using a trialbytrial learning paradigm. Their findings showed that learners are capable of deriving interventional predictions from passive observations of causal systems-a result inconsistent with the assumption that predictions of the consequences of in strumental actions require a prior phase of interventional learning. A second finding of the study was that the way the learning data were presented affected learners' judgments. Meder et al. (2008) manipulated temporal cues while hold ing the instructed causal model and learning data constant. Participants' judgments were more sensitive to confounding pathways when temporal order during learning conformed to the causal order (predictive learning from causes to ef fects) than when temporal order was reversed (diagnostic learning from effects to causes). In this study, sensitivity for the parameter values was not directly assessed, though.
Goal of the Experiments
Thus far, only the Meder et al. (2008) study has used a trialbytrial learning paradigm with human participants to examine causal inferences about observations and interven tions (but for related studies with rats, see Blaisdell, Sawa, Leising, & Waldmann, 2006; Leising, Wong, Waldmann, & Blaisdell, 2008) . However, in this study, the parameters of the learning input were not manipulated, only the way in which the data was presented (diagnostic vs. predictive learning). In contrast, in the Waldmann and Hagmayer (2005) experiments, the statistical patterns were varied, but a trialbytrial learning paradigm was not employed. Thus, we currently have no empirical evidence regarding the ques tion of whether people learn about the parameters of causal models during passive trialbytrial observational learning and later use these parameters to derive inferences about the consequences of potential actions they have never seen or taken before. Therefore, the first main goal of the present experiments was to investigate whether people are sensitive to different parameterizations of a given causal model when deriving observational and interventional predictions. To test this assumption, two experiments were conducted in which participants were given identical causal structures Woodward, 2003) . For example, observing the state of a ba rometer allows us to make predictions about the upcoming weather (observational inference), whereas manipulating the barometer does not license such a prediction (interven tional inference). Whereas observational inferences allow us to capitalize on both causal and noncausal correlations, in terventional predictions are based only on predictive causal relations. Contrary to associative approaches, causal model theory (e.g., Waldmann et al., 2006) assumes that people represent causal structure in learning and reasoning. Thus, people are assumed to differentiate between causes, which may affect effect events when set by an intervention, and ef fects, which have no impact on their causes. Causal mental models enable people to draw inferences about both novel observations and novel interventions. Hence, these theories are able to differentiate between seeing and doing (Wald mann & Hagmayer, 2005) . Different causal model accounts, however, differ in their assumptions about whether and to what extent people take into account the parameters of the causal models (e.g., the strength of causal relations, base rates of events). Qualitative accounts (e.g., Sloman, 2005) claim that people focus mainly on structure but largely ig nore parameters. Power PC theory (Cheng, 1997) and causal model theory (Waldmann, 1996) assume that people infer the most likely parameters of a single hypothesized causal model from observations. Causal Bayes net theories, fi nally, assume that people derive probability distributions over multiple candidate causal models and their parameters from data (e.g., Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005) .
The present article focuses on two questions: The first goal is to examine to what extent people take into account both causal structure and learning data during causal learn ing and subsequent reasoning. More specifically, we in vestigate whether people learn about the parameters of a causal model during observational trialbytrial learning and, in turn, later use the parameterized model to make causal inferences about novel situations. The second goal is to investigate whether people differentiate between hy pothetical observations, hypothetical interventions (i.e., interventions participants have not taken or seen before), and counterfactual interventions, which hypothetically change a factual state of the world. Although most theories of causal learning (e.g., associative accounts) lack the rep resentational power to express the conceptual differences between these inferences, causal model theories capture this crucial distinction. Our goal is to examine whether causal model theory captures the intuitions of people, too.
Previous Empirical Evidence
Thus far, only a few studies have addressed the question of whether people are sensitive to the difference between ob servations (seeing) and interventions (doing). Sloman and Lagnado (2005) compared logical with causal reasoning and demonstrated that people correctly distinguished be tween observations and interventions and arrived at differ ent conclusions, depending on whether events were merely observed or actively generated. Waldmann and Hagmayer (2005) investigated reasoning about hypothetical observa tions and interventions in a learning task. The participants in their experiments were first shown diagrams depicting the factual reading-i.e., a counterfactual intervention), you still can be pretty sure that he will need new clothes, although the scale may now indicate the opposite. Causal models allow for differential inferences for hypothetical and counterfactual interventions (see the next section). To study whether people also differentiate between these two types of inferences, we asked participants in both experiments to make inferences about novel observations, hypothetical in terventions, and counterfactual interventions.
Modeling Causal Inferences About Observations and Interventions
A formal treatment of causal models is provided by causal Bayes net theories (Pearl, 1988 (Pearl, , 2000 Spirtes et al., 1993) . The formalism uses directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) to represent causal relations between variables and parameters to express the strength of these relations (e.g., conditional probabilities) and the base rates of the involved events. An example is given in Figure 1 .
This causal model consists of four (binary) variables, A, B, C, and D, in which A can cause D via either B or C. In the Bayes net framework, the joint probability distribu tion of this model is decomposed into a set of conditional dependence and independence relations by applying the but were provided with different kinds of data during ob servational learning. In Experiment 1, the causal strength of the links within the causal model was varied, whereas in Experiment 2, the base rates of the causes were manipu lated. If learners took into account the learning data, their causal inference should vary systematically in accordance with the provided learning input. By contrast, if they con sider only causal structure, no differences should result.
A second goal of the experiments was to investigate in ferences about different types of interventions. All previous studies had focused on the difference between observation and intervention. Accordingly, participants' inferences based on passively observed states of events were compared with inferences based on the very same states generated by hypo thetical interventions. Although, in the literature, both hypo thetical and counterfactual reasoning is sometimes generally referred to as what if thoughts (see Dawid, 2006) , these two types of inferences are clearly different from a theoretical point of view. Consider the following example. Imagine tin kering with your friend's scale. If you rig the scale before he uses it (i.e., a hypothetical intervention), no inferences can be drawn from the reading about his actual weight. How ever, if you manipulate the scale after reading it and observ ing that he has lost 10 pounds (an intervention that changes causal model shown in Figure 1 (see the Appendix for the formal derivations.). According to this model, the initial event, A, can generate the final effect, D, by way of the intermediate variables, B and C. Within this model, for ex ample, the observed states of C provide diagnostic evidence for the state of its cause, A-thus, P(a | c) . P(a | ¬c) (given a generative causal relation AC). By contrast, due to the asymmetry of causal relations, manipulations of C do not change the probability of A, which therefore remains at its base rate [i.e., P(a | do c) 5 P(a | do ¬c) 5 P(a)]. The fact that interventions create independence also implies a difference between observations and interventions when reasoning from C to D. Obviously, there is the direct causal link connecting C to D, but there is also a second cause of D, Event B. This backdoor path is crucial for reasoning about observations of and interventions in C. For example, observing C to be absent indicates that A and, therefore, also B are likely to be absent. Therefore, Event D has only a low probability of being present. However, the situation is different when C is not merely observed to be absent but is actively prevented from occurring. Although this inter vention ensures that Event D is not influenced by C, the model's initial Event A might still occur with its base rate probability P(a) and influence D by way of B. Thus, D is less likely to be present when C is observed to be absent than when C is actively prevented by means of an interven
Note that the dooperator allows us to model the con sequences of actual interventions (i.e., what will happen if the intervention is actually executed) and to derive pre dictions for hypothetical interventions that may actually never be taken (i.e., what would happen if an intervention were taken). In both cases, a variable's state is set by the external intervention.
Modeling counterfactual interventions. Causal models and Bayes nets can also be used to model inferences about counterfactual interventions. Whereas hypothetical interventions assume that the manipulated variable's state prior to the intervention is not known, counterfactual in terventions are defined as actions that run counter to the factual course of events. The crucial difference between modeling hypothetical and counterfactual actions is that the latter require us to take into account the diagnostic informa tion provided by the factual observation. Thus, counterfac tual interventions combine inferences about observations with inferences about interventions. For example, consider the causal model shown in Figure 1 : Substance A causes Substances B and C, each of which can then independently cause Substance D. Now assume that we have observed Substance C to be present. A counterfactual inference might be the following: "C is present. What would have been the state of A if C (and only C) had been prevented from occurring by means of an external intervention?" This question refers to a counterfactual intervention, since the action is logically incompatible with the known occur rence of C in the actual world. Formally, this counterfactual inference is represented by the counterfactual probability P(a | c. do ¬c). This term denotes the conditional probability of A 5 a, given that C 5 c was observed but counterfactu ally removed (the period in the formula refers to "&").
causal Markov condition to the causal model (for further details, see Pearl, 2000; Spirtes et al., 1993) . For each vari able, the Markov condition defines a local causal process in which the state of the variable is a function only of its direct causes (its Markovian parents). This causally based factorization and the implied relations of conditional de pendence and independence enable and facilitate the mod eling of different types of probabilistic causal inferences within complex causal networks (Pearl, 2000) .
Modeling observations. On the basis of the structure of the causal model and its parameters, the probabilities implied by observed values of variables can be computed using standard probability calculus. For example, observ ing the presence of C implies that its cause, A, has occurred with a probability of P(a | c), which can be computed from the parameters of the model by using Bayes rule, P(a | c) 5 Modeling hypothetical interventions. Predictions for interventions can also be derived from the parameter ized model. The literature on causal Bayes nets has focused on ideal ("atomic") interventions in which the intervention changes the value of a variable independently of the state of the variable's parents (for more precise characterizations of interventions, see Woodward, 2003) . The characteristic feature of such interventions is that they create indepen dence, since the value of the variable intervened on is no longer dependent on its typical causes. For example, if we manipulate the barometer reading, its state no longer de pends on its "normal" cause, atmospheric pressure. A num ber of different notations have been suggested to represent interventions in causal networks. The most prominent one is Pearl's (2000) dooperator, do (•). Using this notation, the probability P(a | c) refers to the probability that A will be present given that C was observed to be present, whereas the expression P(a | do c) refers to the interventional prob ability that A will be present given that C was generated by means of intervention. A similar approach is found in the work of Spirtes et al. (1993) , who used the expression set [e.g., P(a | set c)] to denote the difference between different merely observed and actively generated events. A general representation of outside interventions within causal mod els is provided by augmenting causal model representations with intervention nodes representing additional cause vari ables (see Dawid, 2002; Spirtes et al., 1993) . Within this framework, predictions of the outcomes of different types of interventions can be modeled as probabilistic inferences (Waldmann, Cheng, Hagmayer, & Blaisdell, 2008) . To sim plify derivations, we will here use the donotation to distin guish observations from interventions.
To illustrate the difference between observational and interventional inferences, consider the diamondshaped
Method

Participants and Design
Thirtysix undergraduate students from the University of Göt tingen participated. The learning data factor was varied between groups; the type of inference and presence versus absence of C fac tors were varied within subjects. The participants received course credit for participation. All the participants were randomly assigned to either of the two conditions.
Procedure and Materials
Causal model instruction. The diamondshaped causal structure shown in Figure 1 was used. The four variables of the causal model were introduced as fictitious chemical substances causally interacting in wine casks (see Meder et al., 2008) . The participants were shown a graph of the causal model similar to that in Figure 1 (but without any numbers) and were told that Substance A causes Substances B and C, each of which can then independently cause Substance D. It was also pointed out that the causal relations are probabilistic. There was no time limit for the inspection of the graphical representation of the causal structure. The participants were instructed to learn more about these causal relations by observing the states of the substances in a number of wine casks. The kinds of questions the learners would have to answer after the learning phase were not mentioned until the test phase. The learners did not see the figure showing the model during either the learning or the test phase.
Observational learning phase. Whereas the same causal struc ture was suggested to all the participants, the learning data were varied between conditions. The learning phase consisted of 50 trials (see Table 1 ) in a randomized order that implemented the parameters of the Weak ACD and Strong ACD conditions, respectively (see Figures 1A and 1B ). In the Weak ACD condition, the causal path ACD consisted of weak probabilistic relations, whereas the al ternative causal chain ABD contained strong probabilistic rela tions. In the alternative condition, Strong ACD , this pattern was reversed. In this condition, the causal path ACD involved strong probabilistic relations, but the backdoor path ABD comprised only weak probabilistic relations. The trials presented information on a computer screen about the states of the four variables, with each trial referring to a different wine cask. Each chemical substance was represented by a circle with a fictitious label (see Figure 2 for a trial example). At the beginning of each trial, all four circles were labeled with question marks, indicating that the variables' states in this wine cask were not yet known. Then temporally ordered infor
The basic logic of computing such counterfactual prob abilities is to combine observational and interventional inferences (see Pearl, 2000) . First, the causes of the vari able targeted by the counterfactual intervention are up dated (i.e., conditionalized on) in accordance with the di agnostic information provided by the observation. In the example, observing C to be present raises the probability of its cause, A [i.e., P(a | c) . P(a)]. This probability up date is followed by applying the dooperator to C, which renders C independent of A. The crucial point is that the dooperator is applied after the probability of C's cause, A, has been updated by the observed evidence. Finally, these two pieces of information are integrated to make a causal inference. For example, if we counterfactually remove the presence of C, this does not change the prob ability of A, which has been updated by the actually ob served presence of C. Thus, P(a | c. do ¬c) 5 P(a | c). This, in turn, has consequences for the probability of D, which depends on the factual observation of C being present and the counterfactual intervention of removing C [i.e., P(d | c. do ¬c)]. Whereas the counterfactually generated absence of C breaks the link CD in the counterfactual world, the actually observed presence of C indicates that D's alternative cause, Event B, is still likely to be pres ent. Thus, in this case, the causal analysis of the situation would indicate that even if C had been prevented from occurring, D would still have a high probability of being generated by its alternative cause, B. In fact, this situation constitutes a particular (probabilistic) version of causal overdetermination, a situation that has been used to ex amine the problems of counterfactual theories of causality (Lewis, 1973) .
ExPERIMEnT 1
The aim of Experiment 1 was to investigate the role of the learning input by varying the strength of the causal links connecting the observed events of the diamond shaped causal model (see Figure 1 ). The experiment's rationale was that potential differences between observa tions, hypothetical interventions, and counterfactual in terventions do not depend only on the structure, but also on the particular parameters of the model, which can be learned from observations. For example, if C is prevented by an inhibitory action, the probability of the final effect, D, crucially depends on the causal strength of the links constituting the alternative causal chain, ABD. When the causal path consists of strong causal relations, there is a high probability that D will be generated via this causal path. By contrast, if this alternative causal chain consists of rather weak causal relations, the influence of this back door path is negligible. In this case, only minor differences between observational and interventional probabilities will result. If learners' inferences reflect both the model and its parameters, their estimates of the observational, interventional, and counterfactual probabilities should be affected by manipulations of causal strength. By contrast, if their causal inferences are based mainly on the suggested causal structure, no differences are to be expected. Table 2 shows the results for the observational, interven tional, and counterfactual inference questions, along with the probabilities derived from a causal model analysis (see the Appendix for details). This analysis, which is based on causal models and Bayes net theory, provides the norma tive solution for the requested causal queries. The analysis derives parameter estimates from the observed data and takes into account the conceptual differences between ob servations, hypothetical interventions, and counterfactual interventions. To examine people's causal judgments, we used two approaches. First, we compared their estimates with predictions from three different models that imple ment different assumptions as to how people respond to the different causal queries. Second, we conducted a number of focused statistical tests to further examine how people's judgments vary within and between conditions.
Results and Discussion
The first model we compared with the human data is based on a full-fledged causal model analysis. This model assumes that the parameters of the causal model are estimated from the learning data, assuming that these data accurately reflect the actual parameters. The model also assumes that people differentiate between observa tions, hypothetical interventions, and counterfactual in terventions and use their causal model representations to respond appropriately to these queries. For example, depending on the causal model's parameters, this model may entail differences between the merely observed pres ence of C, the hypothetical generation of C, and the coun terfactual generation of C, which requires a belief update prior to estimating the effects of the intervention. Hence,
These probabilities are derived in accordance with the computations outlined in the Appendix (see Pearl, 2000) .
The second model, the observation-versus-intervention model, again implements the idea that people estimate the mation about the state of the four variables was given. The presence of a chemical substance was depicted by a colored circle, its absence by a crossedout circle. Information about the initial Event A was given first, and then, simultaneously, information about the presence or absence of B and C was given. Finally, information about the state of D was provided. The interstimulus interval was 1 sec. After the se quence was finished, the information remained for another 2 sec on the screen before the next trial began automatically. The participants passively observed the 50 trials without making overt predictions.
Test phase. Each participant was requested to answer six test questions about observations, hypothetical interventions, and coun terfactual interventions. Observational, interventional, and counter factual questions were grouped into three blocks with two questions each; the order of the blocks was counterbalanced across participants. For the observational questions, the participants were instructed to imagine observing the presence (absence) of Substance C in a pre viously unseen wine cask and then to estimate the probability that Substance D is present, too [i.e., they estimated P(d | c) and P(d | ¬c)]. For the interventional questions, the learners were asked to imagine that Substance C was added to a new wine cask [i.e., P(d | do c)] or that C was inhibited from developing by adding a substance called "AntiC " to a cask [i.e., P(d | do ¬c)]. For the counterfactual gen erative intervention question, the learners were asked to imagine a previously unseen cask in which C was observed to be absent, but to imagine that Substance C had been added to this very cask [i.e., the learners had to estimate P(d | ¬c. do c)]. Conversely, to judge the probability of D given a counterfactual prevention of C [i.e., to es timate P(d | c. do ¬c)], the participants were requested to imagine a wine cask in which C was observed to be present, but to imagine that, in this cask, the development of Substance C had been prevented by adding "AntiC." All the estimates for the observational and interven Lu, Yuille, Liljeholm, Cheng, & Holyoak, 2008) . Finally, to examine the relative fits of the models, we also report likeli hood ratios (see Glover & Dixon, 2004) . These analyses are based on comparing the models' residual variations (i.e., sumsquared errors [SSEs] ).
Note that the three models do not have any free parame ters that are fitted to the data. We computed model fits sepa rately for each condition, as well as the overall correlation across conditions (Table 3) . Generally, the separate analyses are more informative, because there are a number of condi tions in which the models make very similar predictions. Likelihood ratios are computed across conditions.
The Weak ACD condition is the critical condition in Experiment 1 since, here, the normative probabilities en tail differences between observations and hypothetical and counterfactual interventions. A first inspection of the descriptive data indicates that the participants tended to respond differently to observational and hypothetical in tervention questions, but similar estimates were obtained for the hypothetical and counterfactual intervention ques tions. This impression is corroborated by the model fits (see Table 3 ). The results show that the observation versus intervention model had the highest fit (r 5 .94) and the smallest RMSE. The observationonly model (r 5 .81) fits slightly better than the predictions derived from the full causal model analysis (r 5 .73). However, the latter had a smaller RMSE, which indicates that its predictions deviated not as strongly as the predictions entailed by the observation only model. The Strong ACD condition served as a control condition in which no differences were expected between observational and interventional judgments. In accordance with this prediction, all three models fit equally well for this condition (see Table 3 ). However, both the full causal model analysis and the observationversusintervention model had a smaller RMSE than did the observationonly model. We also computed the overall model fits across conditions, al though the fact that the models make very similar predic tions for the control group (the Strong ACD condition) renders this analysis less informative. The overall model shows that the best account for the participants' estimates is provided by the observationversusintervention model, which had the highest fit and the smallest RMSE. The full causal model and the observationonly model had identical fits, but the observationonly model had a higher error.
To further evaluate the three models, we also computed likelihood ratios, which indicate the relative fit of the mod els. Briefly, the value of the likelihood ratio gives a measure of how much more likely the data is under one model than under the other (for details, see Glover & Dixon, 2004) . Table 4 shows the likelihood ratios for the pairwise com parisons of the three models, based on sumsquared errors over all 12 judgments obtained in Experiment 1 ( Table 1) . As can be seen from the table, both the fullfledged causal model analysis and the observationversusintervention model are clearly superior to the observationonly model (λ 5 11.82 and λ 5 14.89, respectively). However, the likelihood ratio for the comparison of these two models indicates that the observationversusintervention model can explain only slightly more variance than can the full fledged causal model (λ 5 1.26).
parameters of the causal model from the data. In contrast to the previous model, it assumes that people treat all interven tions equally-that is, as interventions that change the status of a certain variable having implications only for events that are affected by this variable. Research on counterfactual reasoning points in this direction, since people sometimes mentally negate a candidate cause in order to assess whether this particular event was causally responsible for the occur rence of a target outcome (see Spellman & Mandel, 1999 , for an overview). Whereas, in this case, peoples' counter factual thinking focuses on the predictive link from cause to effect, in our experiments particularly the diagnostic evi dence provided by the factual state of the event was crucial for correctly assessing the implications of a counterfactual intervention. Thus, this second model recognizes that active interventions may have different implications than passive observations, but it treats counterfactual interventions in the same manner as hypothetical interventions. In other words, regarding counterfactual interventions, this model ignores the available evidence (i.e., the factually observed state of a variable) and focuses only on the counterfactual state of the variable. This account, for example, would predict that
Finally, we also implemented a model that does not distinguish between observations and interventions at all. This observation-only model proposes that people merely encode the observed probabilistic relations among the events. These are the probabilities that associative theo ries would also be sensitive to. Traditional Bayes net theo ries that are sensitive only to probabilistic, but not causal, relations also do not differentiate between observations and interventions (Pearl, 1988) . Queries about probabili ties are assumed to be answered on the basis of observed conditional probabilities. Thus, this model entails no dif ferences in probability estimates for different causal que ries-that is,
To clarify the differences between these implemen tations, consider the causal model predictions for the Weak ACD condition in Table 2 . These six values are derived from the full causal model analysis (see the Ap pendix). As can be seen, certain differences are predicted between observations and hypothetical interventions [e.g., To evaluate people's probability estimates, the models' predictions are compared with participants' responses to the corresponding test questions. In addition to computing the overall correlation between model predictions and data, we also report rootmean squared errors (RMSEs). This measure provides additional information on how strongly the models' predictions deviate from the human data (see 
Statistical analyses.
Finally, we conducted a number of within and betweensubjects comparisons. The within subjects comparisons focus on the distinction between hy pothetical observations and hypothetical interventions and the differences between hypothetical and counterfactual interventions. In line with the high fit of the observation versusintervention model, the withinsubjects analyses of the Weak ACD condition revealed no reliable differences between the hypothetical and the counterfactual interven tion questions. An ANOVA with state of C (present vs. ab sent) and type of question (hypothetical vs. counterfactual intervention) as withinsubjects factors did not yield the interaction effect entailed by the probabilities derived from the causal model analysis (F , 1) . However, the predicted interaction between observations and hypothetical inter See the text for details. The likelihood ratio λ is computed according to the following formula: λ 5 (SSE 1 / SSE 2 ) n/2 , where SSE 1 and SSE 2 are the sumsquared deviations from the means predicted by Model 1 and Model 2, respectively, and n is the number of observations (see Glover & Dixon, 2004 , for details). alternative causal chain than when A is rare (i.e., has a low base rate). To examine these predictions in more detail, we here investigated both diagnostic causal reasoning from C to A and predictive causal reasoning from C to D. Causal model theory predicts that both types of inferences should be affected by variations in A's base rate.
Method Participants and Design
Fortyeight undergraduate students from the University of Göt tingen participated for course credit; none of them had taken part in Experiment 1. The learning data factor was varied between condi tions; the type of inference and presence versus absence of C factors were varied within subjects. All the participants were randomly as signed to one of the two conditions.
Procedure and Materials
Causal model instruction. For this study, the causal structure shown in Figure 1 was instantiated as a medieval communication sys tem transmitting signal fires between four watch towers ( Figure 3 ). Fur thermore, the participants were told that Towers A and C were close to a particular border they watch. If either of these two towers spots enemy troops, a fire is lit, and the signal is transmitted to Tower D (i.e., there are two possible hidden causes that can initiate the signal transmission). This allows for the manipulation of the probability with which Events A and C occur (i.e., their base rates). As in Experiment 1, the partici pants were shown a graph of the causal model to illustrate the direction of the signal transmission and to exclude any bidirectional links. The participants were then instructed to learn "how well the communication system works" from observing the watch tower system on several days. No information about the model's parameters was given. It was pointed out, however, that the relations might be probabilistic-for example, because bad weather might prevent a tower's guards from detecting a signal. The kind of questions the participants would have to answer after the learning phase was not mentioned until the test phase.
Observational learning phase. The learning phase consisted of 60 trials presenting information about the states of the four variables on a computer screen, with each trial referring to a new day on which the communication system was observed. Table 1 shows the learning input that implements the parameters of the causal models shown in Figures 1C and 1D . These analyses show that the learners' re sponses to the observation questions, as well as to the hy pothetical and counterfactual intervention questions, were strongly influenced by the learning data. These findings corroborate the hypothesis that people use the available data to estimate the parameters of the causal model, which then are used to answer causal queries. As a consequence, different parameterizations of the same causal structure led to different response patterns. However, the model fits as well as the results of the withinsubjects comparisons also suggest that the participants failed to adequately differenti ate between counterfactual and hypothetical interventions. The observationversusintervention model, which entails identical judgments for hypothetical and counterfactual in tervention questions, best accounted for the human data.
The rank order of the participants' intervention judgments [P(d | do c) . P(d | do ¬c) and P(d | ¬c. do c) . P(d | c. do ¬c)]
indicates that the participants tended to neglect the implications of the factual observation for the instantiation of the backdoor path and, instead, treated the counterfactual queries like hypothetical interventions.
ExPERIMEnT 2
The results of Experiment 1 showed that manipulations of the model's causal strength parameters strongly af fected people's judgments. To further investigate the role of the learning data and of alternative parameterizations of a causal model, in Experiment 2, we manipulated base rate information while keeping causal strength constant. Thus, the rationale of the experimental setup (i.e., identical causal structures, different learning data) follows that of Experiment 1. Whereas the previous experiment showed that learners took into account variations of causal strength, the goal of Experiment 2 was to investigate whether learn ers are sensitive to base rate information when making dif ferent types of causal judgments. Base rates not only are relevant for observational inferences modeled by standard probability calculus (e.g., Bayes's theorem), but also need to be considered when deriving interventional probabilities. For example, when the causal path ACD is broken by preventing C from occurring, the instantiation of the al ternative causal chain ABD depends not only on the strength of the involved causal links, but also on the prob ability of the initial Event A. If A is frequent (i.e., has a high base rate), it is more likely that D will be generated via the conducted a number of planned within and betweensubjects comparisons that focused on the predicted differences. For the sake of clarity, we will report the results for the diagnos tic and predictive inference questions separately.
Diagnostic Inferences
The results for the diagnostic inference questions are shown in Table 5 ; the model fits are depicted in the middle part of Table 3 . Regarding the A high C low condition, the predic tions derived from the full causal model analysis accounted best for the data (r 5 .75), followed by the observation versus intervention model (r 5 .53); but the latter had a slightly smaller RMSE. The observation only model per formed worst; this model's predictions correlated negatively with the participants' responses (r 5 2.24). A similar pat tern was obtained for the A low C high condition, although in this condition, all the models had a rather poor fit (r 5 .30, .11, and 2.39, respectively). A closer inspection of the data revealed the reasons for these poor fits. To our surprise, in both conditions, the participants gave higher estimates for an inhibitory intervention (i.e., do ¬c) than for a generative intervention (i.e., do c). It turns out that these effects are due mainly to a small number of participants who strongly underestimated the probability P(a | do c), although it is not clear to us why this was the case. Finally, we computed model fits across conditions. The overall fit showed that the full causal model analysis fitted best (r 5 .84), closely fol lowed by the observationversus intervention model (r 5 .79). The observationonly model yielded the poorest overall fit (r 5 .28) and also had a much higher RMSE than did the other two models.
Finally, we again computed likelihood ratios to deter mine the relative model fit (Table 4 ). The ratio was derived from the models' sumsquared errors computed over the 12 diagnostic judgments. As in Experiment 1, both the fullfledged causal model analysis and the observation versusintervention model fit the data much better than did the observationonly model (λ 5 23.42 and 55.65, respectively). The comparison of the observationversus intervention model with the fullfledged analysis shows that the data are more likely given the observation versus intervention model than given the fullfledged causal the absence of A is low [P(c |¬a) 5 .24]. This pattern is reversed in the A low C high condition. In this condition, the initial event's base rate is rather low [P(a) 5 .3], but C often occurs when A is absent [i.e., P(c |¬a) 5 .57]. Raising and lowering the parameter P(c |¬a) inversely proportional to the base rate of the initial Event A allows for keep ing the frequency of D's being present approximately equal across the two conditions [P(d) 5 .67 and P(d) 5 .58 in the A high C low and A low C high conditions, respectively]. In this experiment, the states of all four events were displayed simultaneously. Learners could continue at their own pace, but they were not allowed to revisit a trial.
Test phase. Subsequent to the observational learning phase, the participants were again asked three types of causal inference ques tions: observational, interventional, and counterfactual questions. For the observational questions, the learners were requested to imagine a new day on which a signal fire on Tower C was observed and then to estimate the probability of a fire on Tower A. Subsequently, they were asked to estimate the probability of a fire on Tower D. The same two questions were asked for the case in which no fire on Tower C was ob served. Thus, these questions required an estimation of the conditional probabilities P(a | c), P(a | ¬c), P(d | c), and P(d | ¬c). The generative interventional question stated that lightning had struck the tower and lit the signal fire. The inhibitory interventional question stated that the tower's guards had forgotten to collect new firewood, and therefore, no fire could be lit that day. Thus, the participants had to estimate P(a | do c), P(a | do ¬c), P(d | do c), and P(d | do ¬c). The questions referring to the counterfactual generation of C first requested that the learners should assume that no fire was observed this day on Tower C (factual observation of C's being absent), but to imagine that, on this very day, lightning had caused a signal fire (counterfactual genera tion). Thus, these questions referred to the counterfactual probabilities P(a | ¬c. do c) and P(d | ¬c. do c), respectively. Conversely, the coun terfactual inhibitory questions stated that a signal fire was observed to be present on Tower C. The learners were then asked to imagine that the guards had forgotten to collect new firewood that very day and to estimate the probability of a fire on Towers A and D, respectively [i.e., the participants estimated P(a | c. do ¬c) and P(d | c. do ¬c)].
The estimates for the observational and interventional questions were given on a rating scale ranging from 0 [D] . Interventional, observational, and counterfactual questions were blocked; the order of blocks was counterbalanced.
Results and Discussion
As in Experiment 1 we analyzed the results by comparing the three models' predictions with the human data. We also Table 6 shows the results for the predictive inference questions, along with the probabilities derived from the causal model analysis; the lower part of Table 3 shows the model fits. The model fits of the A high C low condition show that the observationversus intervention model had the highest fit (r 5 .82) and smallest RMSEs. The full causal model and the observationonly model had approximately equal fits (r 5 .70 and .72, respectively), but the very high RMSE for the observationonly model refutes this account as a descriptive model of people's causal judgments. Since the alternative A low C high condition does not entail many differences between observations and interventions, all three models here make very similar predictions, result ing in equally high model fits (r 5 .99 for all the models). The final analysis concerns the overall model fits across conditions. These analyses support again the observation versusintervention model, which had the highest fit (r 5 .93) and the smallest RMSE, closely followed by the full causal model analysis (r 5 .90). The observationonly model had the lowest fit (r 5 .85) and a substantially higher RMSE than did the two other models.
Predictive Inferences
The likelihood ratios computed to assess the relative fit of the models corroborated the previous analyses (Table 4) . As before, the observationonly model has a substantially worse fit than did the other two models (λ 5 72.29 and 156.22, respectively). The observationversus intervention model matched the observed data slightly better than did the fullfledged analysis (λ 5 2.16).
Statistical analyses. As before, we additionally con ducted focused within and betweensubjects comparisons. The comparison of the observation and hypothetical inter model analysis (λ 5 2.38). However, the magnitude of the likelihood ratio provides only moderate evidence in favor of the observationversusintervention model.
Statistical analyses. The withinsubjects comparisons of the observational and interventional probabilities indi cated that the participants clearly distinguished between passive observations and active interventions. In the A high C low condition, the causal model's parameters entailed quite large differences between the observational and in terventional probabilities. Accordingly, an ANOVA with state of C (present vs. absent) and type of question (ob servation vs. hypothetical intervention) as withinsubjects factors yielded a significant interaction effect [F(1,23) 5 14.37, p , .001]. An interaction effect was also obtained for the A low C high condition [F(1,23) 5 5.87, p 5 .02]. As in Experiment 1, we also examined how people responded to the counterfactual intervention questions and contrasted them with the estimates obtained for the hypothetical inter vention questions. At variance with the predictions derived from the full causal model analysis, but consistent with Experiment 1, in none of the two conditions was a reliable difference obtained between the hypothetical and coun terfactual intervention questions. Thus, as in the previous experiment, the participants did not differentiate between these two types of interventional questions.
We also examined the participants' sensitivity to the learning input by contrasting their causal judgments across the two parameterizations. An ANOVA for the observa tion judgments, with state of C (present vs. absent) as the withinsubjects factor and parameterization ( A high C low vs. A low C high ) as the betweensubjects factor, revealed a main effect of parameterization [F(1,46) 5 5.97, p 5 .01], but there was only a statistical tendency for the interaction between parameterization and state of C [F(1,46) 5 2.79, p 5 .10]. We therefore conducted an additional test fo cusing on the participants' judgments regarding P(a | c), for which the causal model analysis entails a large differ ence [only a negligible difference is entailed for P(a | ¬c)]. Consistent with this prediction, a significant difference was obtained [t(46) 5 2.75, p , .01]. For the hypotheti cal intervention questions, the normative probabilities en tailed only a main effect of condition, but no interaction. (Sloman & Lagnado, 2005) . In particular, the present findings demonstrate that both the structure of the causal model and its parameters are taken into account. Ex periment 1 showed how the strength of the causal relations within a given causal model affected learners' judgments, whereas Experiment 2 demonstrated that participants were also sensitive to base rate information when deriving inter ventional predictions. Thus, both experiments support our hypothesis that people learn about the parameters of causal models during observational trialbytrial learning and, in turn, later use these parameters to derive inferences about the consequences of situations that they have never experi enced before. These findings refute the idea that such causal inferences are driven only by causal structure. Rather, the results show that causal judgments vary systematically in accordance with a causal model's parameters, which are gleaned from trialbytrial observations.
Although the results provide strong evidence that learn ers were sensitive to the parameters of the initially sug gested causal models, the quantitative estimates some times deviated from the theoretically derived predictions. For example, the participants often tended to underesti mate high probabilities and to overestimate low probabili ties. Moreover, they seemed to differentiate only between probabilities that differed by at least .2. There are several possible reasons for this finding. One reason might be the limited number of learning trials (50 and 60 trials for Experiments 1 and 2, respectively). The participants may have been influenced by the uncertainties of the param eter values and, therefore, exhibited regression tendencies in their judgments. Whereas we used point estimates of probabilities to derive the causal model predictions, an alternative way would be to use parameter distributions, as suggested by a fully Bayesian account (for more details on Bayesian inferences in causal induction, see Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Lu et al., 2008) . If one assumes a flat prior probability distribution (i.e., people have no spe cific prior assumption about the parameters), the result ing posterior probability distribution should be fairly flat (i.e., have a high variance). As a consequence, learners' ratings should regress toward the mean, which resembles the obtained pattern of results. However, we consider the observed regression tendency to be not too problematic, since none of the presently defended theories of causal learning (including associative theories) predict that peo ple are capable of exactly estimating statistics. Therefore, following previous research in the area of causal and as sociative learning, we focused on ordinal predictions.
The second goal of this study was to investigate whether people differentiate between hypothetical interventions (i.e., interventions they have not taken or seen before) and counterfactual interventions, which hypothetically change a state of the world known to be present. In previous research on causal reasoning, counterfactual thinking has often been discussed as a test of causality in which the candidate cause is mentally negated and the probability of the effect given this "undoing" is assessed (see Spellman & Mandel, 1999 , for an overview). The focus of the present experiments, by contrast, was not on counterfactual thinking as a cue to cau vention questions revealed a marginally significant inter action term, both in the A low C high condition [F(1,23) Taken together, these analyses corroborate the results of the model fits. Although some participants seemed to have had problems with correctly assessing base rate informa tion, the general response pattern supported the hypoth esis that the learners distinguished between hypothetical observations and hypothetical interventions and took into account the parameters of the causal model. However, no reliable differences were obtained between hypothetical and counterfactual intervention questions.
GEnERAL DISCuSSIOn
The capacity to derive interventional predictions from observational knowledge is a touchstone of true causal rea soning, because it requires going beyond the mere repre sentation of observed patterns of covariations. In line with the previous findings of Meder et al. (2008) , the results of the present set of experiments show that the capacity to predict the consequences of novel interventions from observational knowledge is not limited to tasks in which learners are provided with lists of aggregated data (Wald made at all (for detailed discussions, see Waldmann et al., 2008; Waldmann & Hagmayer, 2005) . The finding that participants differentiate between observational and in terventional predictions after purely observational learn ing is at variance with both possibilities. The results are also inconsistent with the claim that trialbytrial learning might operate through different learning mechanisms than does causal reasoning with aggregated data (e.g., Price & Yates, 1995; Shanks, 1991) . Our results conform closely to the ones by Waldmann and Hagmayer (2005) , who used aggregated data. In our view, the present findings strongly suggest that both aggregated and trialbytrial learning input may lead to similar causal model representations, which can be flexibly accessed to answer different types of causal queries (see Meder et al., 2008; Waldmann & Hagmayer, 2005 ; see also Vadillo & Matute, 2007; Vadillo et al., 2005) .
Causal Bayes net theories assume that participants use the instruction and the learning data to update probability dis tributions of possible causal models and of parameters. On the basis of these distributions, inferences are made about novel observations, hypothetical interventions, and counter factual interventions. The finding that the participants were sensitive to the structure and the parameters of the causal model is clearly consistent with this account. Also, the par ticipants were capable of differentiating between observa tions and interventions, which is a hallmark prediction of causal Bayes net theories. As we have outlined above, using a "fully" Bayesian account based on priors, likelihoods, and posterior probability distributions might additionally ex plain why participants' probability estimates deviated from the derived probabilities (which we derived using point esti mates). More problematic for Bayes net theories may be the participants' failure to differentiate between hypothetical and counterfactual interventions, a finding that is at odds with causal Bayes net theories. As we have explained in the section on modeling, according to these theories, partici pants should first update their probability distributions in the light of the factually observed state and then continue to infer the outcomes of an intervention by taking into account the updated model. Future research needs to investigate whether people are generally insensitive to this distinction or whether the deviations are due, rather, to the complexity of the causal model. In our opinion, however, this finding does not invalidate the other predictions regarding the rep resentation of causal relations and the inferences people can make on the basis of parameterized models. We think that it is a valid strategy to decompose complex theories, which initially have been proposed in the context of machine learn ing, and test localized predictions to decide which parts of the theory are psychologically valid and which parts are not (see Waldmann et al., 2008) .
Causal model theory (e.g., Waldmann, 1996) assumes that people first infer the structure of a causal model, using available cues (e.g., the causal model instructed), and then learn about the parameters of the causal model during observational or interventional learning (see Lag nado, Waldmann, Hagmayer, & Sloman, 2007) . Thus, our findings that people are sensitive to causal structure and parameters are consistent with this theory as well. In sation but on the difference between reasoning about the outcomes of hypothetical and counterfactual interventions. Formally, the difference between the two types of interven tional inferences is that predictions about counterfactual interventions first require an update of some of the causal model's probabilities in accordance with the factually ob served state, which might entail diverging predictions for the outcomes of hypothetical and counterfactual interven tions (for instance, because the probability with which the backdoor path is instantiated differs between the two situ ations). Although both experiments were designed to yield different implications between these two types of queries, the participants responded to both types of questions in a quite similar fashion. Instead of combining observational and interventional inferences to derive the counterfactual predictions, they treated the counterfactual queries rather as if they referred to hypothetical actions. This was especially salient in Experiment 1, in which the implied interventional probabilities had a rank order different from that for the implied counterfactual probabilities. The response patterns obtained suggest that the learners neglected the implica tions of the factually observed state of Event C for the in stantiation of the alternative causal pathway. The model fits also indicate that the participants tended to respond to the different types of interventions in a similar fashion.
Nevertheless, we advise caution in interpreting our re sults. The difference between the interventional and coun terfactual probabilities may have simply been too small to be detected by the participants, given such a restricted set of data. Another reason may have been the complexity of the causal model (probabilistic relations and alternative causal pathways). Finally, although the model fits gener ally favored the observationversusintervention model over the fullfledged model, the likelihood ratios also sug gest a cautious interpretation of the results. Although the observationversusintervention model was found to be su perior to the fullfledged causal model analysis, the magni tude of the likelihood ratios does not provide clearcut evi dence in favor of one model over the other. Future research needs to investigate whether people are generally insensi tive to the distinction between hypothetical and counterfac tual interventions (at least as modeled in the causal Bayes net framework) in more simple tasks as well.
Theoretical Implications
The results of the experiments bear on several theo retical models of learning and reasoning. We will focus briefly on three prominent theories of causal learning and reasoning: associative accounts, causal Bayes nets, and causal model theory. Associative theories of causal cogni tion are weakened by our findings. These theories do not have the representational power to express the differences between observations and interventions. Therefore, they cannot differentiate between the relations observed dur ing learning and the causal consequences that would re sult from an intervention on the system. In learning tasks with only observational, but not instrumental, learning input, either the observed relations have to be used by as sociative theories to make a prediction for interventions, or no inferences pertaining to novel interventions can be the present set of experiments, we did not test whether people can also learn complex causal structures from co variational data alone, as postulated by causal Bayes net theories, because we doubt that learners are capable of doing so. In contrast to recent versions of Bayesian theo ries (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Lu et al., 2008) , no account has been proposed within causal model theory as to why participants' estimates deviate from the pre dictions in the way they do. One possibility, which is in accordance with many findings (including the ones re ported here) is that the parameters of causal models are classified into broader categories (e.g., no impact, little impact, etc.) with rather fuzzy boundaries. This may also explain why participants are, in general, not sensitive to probability differences below .2, although they clearly take observed probabilities and their implications into account. In addition, like the causal Bayes net approach, causal model theory currently cannot explain why and under which conditions people may fail to differentiate between counterfactual and interventional probabilities. This part of causal Bayes net theories has not been in dependently developed within causal model theory and, therefore, was simply adopted.
Concluding Remarks
The results of the experiments reported in this article show that people are capable of learning about the param eters of a given causal model underlying an observed pat tern of data. They also show that people often use these pa rameterized models to make inferences about the possible consequences of actions they have not taken before. This capacity is clearly of utmost importance in everyday life because it allows us to integrate knowledge about causal structures, which is often transferred socially (see Einhorn & Hogarth, 1986; Lagnado et al., 2007) , and learning from observation, which does not incur the costs and risks of trialanderror learning. Thus, this capacity not only is a touchstone of true causal reasoning, but also may be one of the few cornerstones of everyday reasoning.
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APPEnDIx
The following computations refer to the diamondshaped causal model shown in Figure 1 ; capital letters denote variables, lowercase letters denote values of the variables.
Applying the causal Markov condition to the causal model in Figure 1 factorizes the associated joint prob ability distribution into
This factorization provides the basis for formalizing observational, interventional, and counterfactual causal inferences. Of particular relevance to the present study is that all the computations involve only parameters that can be derived from observational data.
Modeling Observations
On the basis of structure of the causal model, its parameters, and the decomposed probability distribution, the probabilities implied by the observational data can be computed using standard probability calculus. For example, when C is observed to be present, the probability of A's being present can be computed using Bayes's rule: P a c P c a P a P c a P a P c a P a ( | ) ( | ) ( ) ( | ) ( ) ( | ) ( ) = ⋅ ⋅ + ¬ ⋅ ¬ = = ⋅ P c a P a P c ( | ) ( ) ( ) .
Conversely, if C is observed to be absent, the probability of A's being present is given by P a c P c a P a P c a P a P c a P ( 
By conditionalizing A on C, these computations take into account that observed states of C are diagnostic for the state of A. The probability of the final effect, D, reflects the influence of both B and C. All probabilities involved in these computations can be derived from the available learning data. Pearl's (2000) do-operator provides a formal means by which to represent the notion of an intervention that fixes the value of the target variable (for alternative notations see Dawid, 2002; Spirtes et al., 1993) . For ex ample, an intervention in C renders the event independent of its Markovian parent, Variable A; therefore, P (a | do c) 5 P(a | do ¬c) 5 P(a).
APPEnDIx (Continued) Modeling hypothetical Interventions
The probability of D 5 d, given that C is generated (do c) or inhibited (do ¬c) by means of intervention, is given by 
In contrast to the computations modeling the observational inferences, Variable A is no longer conditionalized on C in these formulas but is replaced by the base rate P(A i ) (cf. Equations A4 and A5). Note that on the right hand side of the equations, only parameters are involved that can be derived from observational data.
Modeling Counterfactual Interventions
In the Bayes net framework, a counterfactual intervention is defined as an action that alters a factually ob served state of the world. Depending on the variable asked for (e.g., cause or effect of the observed event) and the structure of the causal model, the observed state, the counterfactually generated state, or a combination of both determines the counterfactual probability.
For example, the counterfactual inhibition of C entails that C has been observed to be present. Since interven ing in an effect variable does not influence its causes, the probability of A's being present, given that C has been observed to be present but is counterfactually removed, is determined by the factual state of C alone (since the intervention would affect only C's effects):
and in the case of a counterfactual inhibition of C, which logically entails that C has been observed to be present, P(a | ¬c. do c) 5 P(a | ¬c).
Note the difference between modeling hypothetical and counterfactual interventions: Whereas for hypotheti cal interventions, the probability of C's cause A was given by A's base rate, in the case of a counterfactual inter vention in C, the probability of Event A is updated in accordance with the observed state of C.
Updating the probability of C's causes also provides the basis for computing the counterfactual probabilities of the model's other variables. The computation used to derive the counterfactual probability of D, given that C is observed to be present but counterfactually removed [i.e., P(d | c. do ¬c)], combines observations and inter ventions. The observed presence of C is used to update the probability of its cause, Event A, but the probability of D (C's effect) then implies the counterfactual absence of C: Conversely, the probability of D, given that C is observed to be absent but is counterfactually generated, is given by 
The probability update of C's cause A makes the instantiation of the backdoor path more or less likely (as com pared with the computations for hypothetical interventions, which involve A's base rate). Again, only parameters are involved that can be estimated from the data. 
